~23rd August 1999~
Good evening. (General welcomes)
I feel much love this time from each one of you.
For this I thank you and reassure you that
conditions such as these enable me to work
more easily with you. Before I speak with you
this time my dear friends, I would like if I may,
to ask you a question if that is permissible?
(Yes.) I wish to say to you, and it matters not
which one of you chooses to reply, but I would
say to you all, what is your perception of this
your planet, this earthly world? What is your
own perception of it? Would one of you like to
answer please?
Sallie: I think it has the potential of being the
most wonderful place one could imagine.
I accept that—and it is a clever answer, which
indicates to me that your consciousness is more
raised than you yourself accept my dear. This
world you live in is but very young in its
existence as you know, but what differs from
many other planets is that you people as human
beings have so much influence over it.
Lilian: More than if we were on another planet,
more than other people on other planets?
Because all what you are and the planet to
which you belong, there is a slight difference.
This I wish to try to explain a little to you this
time. (Thank you.) You know my dear friends
that as far as awareness—consciousness of that
Divine Intelligence to which we all belong, the
human race in this world is very young. I have
told you, there are Masters who walk amongst
you, but they are few in number; mainly the
human being upon this planet is young in
consciousness. But what I wish to explain to you
this time is that what you perceive this planet to
be is what this planet becomes. Do you
understand those words, firstly? (General
agreement) You do?
Lilian: We have to take care of it.
It has a deeper meaning than being responsible
for the planet. You human beings upon this
planet were bestowed with your own free wills;
this you know is essential for your living here.
Therefore what you perceive is what becomes
your reality. Therefore you might say if you
accept this aspect of teaching that your world is
in fact the conclusion of what each and every
one of you think. Therefore you might say the
world as you know it is an illusion. Do you

understand what I say to you? If you do not, my
dear friends, let us stop and discuss it now.
Lilain: Does everyone understand? (General
agreement)
Because you are spirit, what you perceive by
your mind is in fact illusion within this world;
because of your free will you have and use daily
many thoughts, which are in fact not reality but
illusion. Therefore I say to you my dear friends
you are living now within a world of illusion that
can be altered, that can changed to your will.
Therefore we come to the statement made by
the lady: This planet has the potential to be
what you human beings call ‘heaven upon
earth.’ Can you accept this statement? (General
agreement) I don’t wish you to accept it lightly,
because the meaning is deeper than you would
at first accept. (Yes.) So we are in agreement;
therefore if this world based on illusion of your
own thinking—and again I speak of mankind
generally—where do you go from here? Can you
answer this, please? Do you know?
Lilian: No, I don’t think any of us could answer
that, can we?
Sallie: I know what I think. I think it is a question
of raising awareness, (Yes.) and as awareness is
raised then the consciousness of more people
becomes affected, (Yes.) until enough of us are
thinking along similar lines so actually affect a
change in the illusion.
Yes! This lady speaks wise words. My dear you
have grown much in past times, you are
growing, growing, growing. She is right in what
she says that because each one of you, each
human being upon this planet is Spirit, you have
the potential to become ‘one.’ In becoming ‘one’
you would be a planet transformed. If
consciousness was raised to join together as
one, then indeed you would be in heaven on
earth. You follow my words so far? (General
agreement) Therefore I say to you—and I repeat
words I have said to you but now perhaps the
words will have more meaning for you—that to
seek that divinity which each one of you ARE,
you must go within, raise that consciousness so
that illusion is reality, that you have the means
my dear friends, to change all that is in, around
and about you. Do you understand what I say?
(General agreement) Yes, what would the lady
like to say, please?

Sallie: I suppose it’s something I have got to learn
to do better, but I have found that it’s dangerous
for me, that I alienate people when I speak
openly about what I think and sometimes I think
is better for me not to say anything at all, but that
doesn’t change anything though, does it? I
suppose part of the price is to be alienated—it’s
part of what you’re here to do.
I would say to you my dear friend that this is
happening because you are not yet aware of the
reactions of your fellow man. You are being
attracted to people not yet ready to receive. But
do not be concerned, because with their freewill
that is their right to reject what you say. But you
should not feel alienated from them. Know that
you have spoken words of truth and be happy
for them. You will come to recognize the times,
the situations, the happenings around your life
when it is suitable for you to speak these words
of truth. Too many times fellow human beings
deny the right to speak what they know to be
true; that I would say is not the correct path to
take. So therefore I say to you my dear friend,
do not chide yourself, do not be upset by the
reactions of your fellow man. If you have spoken
words of truth with kindness and with the
correct nature of words, then you can only have
done good, not only to yourself, because
remember all things are retained by Spirit, and
although it may seem that your fellow man has
rejected, I would say to you this: That they have
taken in, in Spirit form, that knowledge which
you have passed to them. Do you understand?
Sallie: Yes I believe we all hear things at different
times and there is a right time for us to make it
part of us. (Yes.) But part of me—it’s the physical
part of me—I end up I think with people
becoming afraid of me.
No, no, no, no—no my dear friend that is not so.
The problem lies not within you, but within the
receivers. You must not allow yourselves to
feel—you must protect yourself from negativity
from others. You know within your own hearts
that any words spoken in truth can only be
good. Don’t be afraid; what have I taught you
my dear friends, about fear? (Yes.) Fear will
always hold you back, but remember, you are
divine beings nevertheless but each one of
course is on a level of consciousness of their
own doing, but when this world of yours
becomes raised and each one of you becomes
more aware of that Divine Consciousness, that is

what you should strive to do for not only
yourselves, but this world of illusion. I want you
my dear friends to think about my words this
time, to see
this world of yours in the manner which I have
described. Try to find your place within this
planet, try to seek within you what it is you need
to do, what it is you need to change; not with
the world but within yourselves. Only then is
there the possibility that each one in their raised
consciousness will become the greater and all
expanding one consciousness. I will leave you
with those words my friends, because I do not
want to overload your thinking. We will return
at another time and I will ask you to put to me
any questions you may have. But I hope that my
words this time have given you a different
aspect of living upon this planet.
Lilian: Yes it certainly has. (General thanks)
Sallie: It’s very reassuring to hear you talk like
that. I think sometimes you spend so much time
with people who are not ready to accept anything
like that, that you almost begin to lose faith in
yourself and to hear you reiterating those things
again, it does help.
Yes this is always what I will strive to do,
because I know you humans have many frailties;
you forget easily, if I may say so kindly.
Therefore it is important that as we grow in
knowledge that I gently remind you of words I
have used previously, in order that you may
come to see the wider scope of life. It is
important for your growth I feel that we
gradually incorporate each step slowly, that one
picture grows to be much larger in your
understanding, do you agree? (General
agreement + Thanks) And before I leave you to
be used in other ways, I would like to take this
opportunity my dear friends, to also again
remind you, because we know upon your planet
there has been much talk again of devastation. I
wish to remind you that this planet will
continue. Mankind has reached the stage of
knowledge where it can be changed and I have
said to you, it will not be destroyed.
Lilian: That’s comforting, because it is a beautiful
place.
It is a beautiful place only if you allow it to be.
(General agreement) Now I will withdraw from
you this time. Again I ask for each one of you
that you think about my words.

Lilian: Yes, we shall listen to them again on the
recording.
Thank you. Now I ask that each one opens up to
those influences which surround you at this
time. After all it is part of our work that each
one of you be helped to unfold in your own
individual ways, that as we go forward each one
of you feels your own consciousness being
raised. So my dear friends, allow that love and
all within you to open up to whatever surrounds
you now. (General thanks)

